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The results of an experimental progranme dmiaed to study the heat 
transfer perfonmmce of a parkioular fom of rotating mzLxed eonvect%w 
themosyphm are presented. Adua.l experinentxl workwas p~3rfonnedwlth 
water end IO* glyeer6L Generally it was shown that the perfomence of the 
dov&oe was enhanced with 3naraaxex in rotational speed. Snpiricd 
oomelatiom of the data .we presented. 

On the bw3.s of the resulta obW.ned dth the paxtieular rotating 
gecmetq teated, these detims offer a oanpact, reliable method of cooling 
rotating oanpone&x operating in high temperature emlmments. They sx& 
partidzx9.y useful for appliaations whem the locatim of the oaqonent 
makea direot ooollng x&&ward 3.f net jmpoasible. Finally suggestions for 
further w!ve~tigati~ exx rikadh 
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Introduction 

Although nnmeruus thennosyphon systems may be devised they may be 
broadly defined as fluid systems where circulation of the fluid is effected 
solely as a consequence of heat transfer and the action of a body force field 
on the system. In other words the motion of the fluid is aohieved without 
the use of a mechanical agency. 

Investigations into the performance of thezmosyphon systems have 
mainly been concerned with the so-called open or closed free convection 
thezmosyphon where the motivation has been to assess their potential as 
oooling systems for the rotor blades of gas turbines. Notable contributions 
in this field are exemplified by reference to the work of Schmidt(l), 
LighthKLl(2), Martin 3 d+), Martin and Cresswell(5), MarUn and Cohsn(6), 
aad Cohen and Bayley h 7 . 

However there exists another class of thennosyphon device referred 
to by Morris(B) and Mcrris and Davies(y) as the mixed convection thermosyphon 
where, owing to the n&ore of the geometry of the containing vessel and the 
relative location on the boundary where heat transfer ocours, the presence 
of a net difference in potential energy gives rise to a predominantly 
unidirectional circulation of the fluid. With a mixed convection thermosyphon 
the fluid is physically contained. in a closed loop of oonduit and, depending 
on the geometry of the loop, numerous oonfigurations may be postulated. Again 
when these devices ars oonsidered for the projected cooling of rotating 
canponents the location of the 1ooD in relation to the axis of rot&ton 
permlts further variations on the basic theme to be made. 

It has been suggested by Foster(l0) that a particular form of the 
mixed convection thermosmhon may be used to limit the temperature of the 
vanes of a radial flrsv turbine espeoielly when the turbine forms part of a 
back-to-back centrifugal canpressor-radial turbine unit. Also this form of 
thermosyphon has been proposed as a cooling system for the rotor conductors of 
large electrical machines, ses Morris and Davies(Y). Clearly the possibility 
of incorporating thermosyphonic cooling into oertain rotating components has 
been reco04sed for a number of years* Supris1ngly however, little or no 
ezroerzlmentsl work appears to be currently av&lable which gives quantitai%ve 
informat%on concerning the behaviar of these devices when aotually rotating. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present the results of a limited 
expetiental progrsmma, the object of whioh was to determine the influence of 
rotation on the heat transfer performance of one partimiLar mixed convection 
thermosyphon geanetq. 

Details of the configuration tested are shown in Fig.1 where it is 
sesn that the fluid circuit is basically of rectangular form and is arranged 
to rotate about a vertical &s. Aotual leating dimensions are given in 
!t'able I. l'he outer limb is heated electrically and the inner limb is cooled 
by means of an internally fitted coil through which meins water was circulated.. 
The actual apparatus has been described elsewhere (see (8) and (9)) but the 
rudiments of the ocmtruational dettils may be observedby reference to 
Figs.2, 3 and lt.* Thermocouples instaLled along the heatedltib of the circuit 
permitted the temperature at a number of points to be measured via a miniature 
instrumentation slip ring attached to the main rotor assembly. 'Ihe temperature 
of the fluid at entry to and exit frcrs the heated 15mb was also measured using 
thermocouples. 

With/ 
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Vith the system operating steadily mewurements of the heater power 
consumptiop, fluid temperatuxe3, heated limb temperature and rotational speed 
were made for a number of conditions. Two experimentel pro~ranmes were 
undertaken one wing water as the primwy fluid and the other using IO@ 
gl~CfX-01. The range of rotational speeds covered was 0 - 300 rev/min which 
for this gemetry 1s equivalent. to a centripetsl aocoleration on the centre 
line of the heated limb in the range 0 - I5 g. 

Results 

It may be easily shovn by dimensional ar@mLents that the heat tra.nsfer 
performanoe of the mixed convection thermosyphon beiw stud%& may be expressed 

Nusselt number 

Rotation&x.X Grashoff number 

Rotat3.ons.l Reynalds number 

Prandtl number 

Acceleration ratio 

As the tevt.data is restrioted to only one gecxnetric oonfiguration the 
equation (I) simplifies to 

Nu z G Grr,J,l?r,Ac 
1 I 

The s.ctus..l circula$i.Fn rate of the fluid within the thermosyphon 
to the fact that this paremeter is a is not required in equation (2) owing 

dependent variable, The steady flow rate achieved at a given operating .~ oondition adjusts itseli' so that a balance exists between the net d.ifference of 
potential energy over the entire circuit (referred to the body forces acting on 
the system) and the cmbined. influence of wall shear stresses, bends and 
ohawes in cross seation of the loop. 
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If the heating and coding of the axially located limbs is uniform 
then it can be shown (see (8)) that the circulation rate, expressed as 
Reynolds number, is ralated to the Nusselt number, rotational Rayleigb number 
and Prs&ti number by sn ?usplicLt expressionwbioh has the form 

‘k? z F, [L,H,&]F2 [ Re&ar,Pr]Re3 ..* (3) 

TbLs implies, because of the heat flux assumption, that no circulation is 
produced when the thermosyphon is staticwry. Fj is a function of the geometric 
shape of the circuit and F2 is a function wbioh aooounta for the fact that the 
flon resistance of the okouit when rotat- will itself be dependent on the 
rate of flow, rotation and heat transfer. Although equation (3) implies that no 
i9xouLation is achieved at sero speed this is vk%KLly impossible to aohieve in 
a real system. One may however consider equation (3) as a suggestion for the 
correlation of test data. 

Nu Ra 
plot of d 

Thus, for the data obtained with water, Fig.5 shows a 

Pl-2 
a@.nst Re. 

At each rotational speed separate ourves oould be deteoted. If the 
resistwe which the oirouit offers to flow is not dependent on speed of 
rotation ttxnF2 is a function of Reynolds number and one would expect, data at 
8J.l speeds to correlate on a single uxi.que ourve~ It has been demonstrated. by 
Morris (II) and Bana (12) that the separate limbs which cmptise the crmpleta 
thermosyphonbeing studied experienoe an increase in resistance when these limba 
are rotated- That is the function F2 should increase as the rotational speed ia 
increased- This feature is clearly exhibited by Fig.5 on observation of the 
relativs spacing of the curves. The results with water could be correlated ~Lth 
a root mean square deviatLon of ?I$ by the equation reported in (9) as 

Nu Rar 

Pr2 
z 0~1505A0~*~~ R.z.~-~~ 

The test data is shown plotted in Fig-6 withwt reference to the 
Reynolds number in the form of Nusselt number agsJ.nst rotatioti Rayleigb number* 
The data, it is seen, may be correlated by a series of parallel lines for each 
rotational speed- When plotted jn this manner the data obt8Lned at sero 
rotational speed cannot be inoluded+ Nevertheless following the suggestion of 
equat%on (2) the following equation correlated the data. 

Nu = I*17 Rag 0.188 + 0.694 Fl& 0.188 JO. 043 
r . . . (51 

Again following the suggestion of equation (31 the test data obtained 
with. 10% glycerol as the primaxy fluid are shown in Fig.7 for rotational speed.8 
of 50, 100 and 200 rev/miL Similar tendenoies as those obtal.ned with water are 
evident although in this nase wider data scatter was noted. The glyoer6l. data 
muld be correlated by 
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V&en usiw glycerpol s.s the convective fluid it "as not possible t0 
detect lines of con&ant speed when Nu was plotted against R% as may be seen 
by reference to FLg&. This is probably because the influence of Coriolis 
forces on the oonveotion inside the loop is less pronounced with the h%h 
viscosity fluid. Note that the rotational Reynolds number may be thought Of 
*s * relative rneasut-3 of coriolis $0 viscous foroes. 

The disoussion of the red-ts so far has been mainly cmmeZ?~~J witi 
the internsA characteristics of the thennosyphon. Hmever an overali 
appraissJ of Its performance may be made by reference to Figs.'? and IO. Here 
the actual dimensional heat transfer rate is plotted against an overall 
temperature Lifference, beiw the madmum heater w&L temperature minus the 
mean secondary coolant temperatxre~ With both conveotive fluids used the 
heat transfer increases with speed for a given over?iLl temperature difference. 

It is possible to think of a. rotating thermosyphon as an artif3xial 
streak of highly con&dive material looa'ced within. the componen$ to be 
cooled.. It is interestirq therefore to compare the curves of heat flux against 
oversL1 temperature 6ifferenoe to that obtained by assuming that solId copper 
rods operating with the same overaLl temperature Wference replace the radial 
limbs of the thexmosyphon. The dotted line in Fig.9 shows this result for 
water and clearly rotation of the thermosyphon results in very significant 
improvement in the performance of the system as a cooling deviceq The 
effectiveness of the device may be hIghlighted by reference to Fig.11 whioh 
shows a cross plot of the water data from Fxg.9 expressed as a relative 
conduotivity based on the value of copper. Effective cotiuctitities up to 
50 times that of copper nqy occur even at the lm rotational. speed range testeL 

Concluding Remarks and. Suggestions for Further Work 

On the evicience of the results presented in this paper, it appears 
that the rotating mixed conveotion thermosnhon offers an attrxtive method far 
uooling the rotating coaponents of certain machines. This is especially true for 
oases where the location of the cmponent makes direct cooling inoonvenient or 
impossible. The thonnosyphon circuit in this instance may be strategiceJ.ly 
located so that the eventual rejeotion of heat to the secondary ooolsd is 
effected at a mars accessible location. 

The overall performance of a rotating mixed convection thennosyphon ia 
Intimately linked to the problems of flow inside rotating limbs frau which its 
oirouit is made up. With detailed knowledge available conuerning the 
Influence of rotation on the general problem of flow inside rotating ducts the 
prediction of thennosyphon performance is but a straightforward step* It Is 
the present author's opinion therefore that there is a strong case for the 
fundsments3 problems of flow inside rotating ducts to be investigated in detail 
not only beoause of their thermosyphon applioationbut &LSO because of their 
importance in the general field of cooling rotating ccrsponenta. 
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4 

AT 
w 

specific heat at Oonstent. pressure 

d.iameter of heated section 

local gravitational acceleration 

outer radius of cfrcuit 

thermal conductivity 

length of heated seotion 

meen velooity In heated section 

heat flux 

maximum measured wall temperature on heated sect%on - 
mean fluid temperature in heater 

volume expansion coefficient 

absolute viscosity 

density 

angular velociiq 

Dimensional Parsmeters 

Ril Nusselt number (uww) 

Grr Rotational Grashoff nuder (HC12&'dsm/$) 

J Rotational Reynolds number (d%p/2~) 

Pr Prandtl number (wp/k) 

AC Acceleration ratio (Hfl'/g) 

% Rotational ?qleigh number (Pr.Grr) 

R.9 
g 

Gravitational Rayleigh number (Ra/Ac) 

Re Reynolds number (&p/p) 
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TABL% 1 

Leediw D3mensione of Thermoeyphon Cimult 

Length of heated and ooaled section 

Rdius of centre line of heater 

Bore c&meter of heater and m.aiiel limbs 

Bore dimeter of cooling section 

12.00" 

6.00~ 

0.25" 

2.50" 
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Details of notating seal assemblies 

FIG. 3 
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